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Notes

Agenda item Presenter Notes

Welcome Mike & EnochEnoch welcomed the group and welcomed
Carmen to the committee.

Review and approve/adopt: 12/14/21 meeting
notes

All Notes approved. Enoch will ask new CAHSS Dean
about a replacement for Heather during her
sabbatical.

1) Risk Management & Safety Updates (Cris

& Sabrina)

a) Testing and Vaccination

i) Process Review update for

Faculty

b) Events on Campus

i) Status update given any

new restrictions

Cris &
Sabrina

Instruction is going as planned with the support
of public health. State quarantine guidance has
changed. 5 days for those who have direct
contact (within 6 feet, more than 15 minutes
cumulatively) without a booster shot. Vaccinated
and boosted = no quarantine after contact. There
is confusion and a difference between CalOSHA’s
view and public health’s definition of direct
contact.Appointments are difficult to obtain but
clinics are allowing walk-in’s. A negative test
result is required to return back (by the state) to
work after quarantine.

There is potential to see a reduced workforce
because of the changing guidelines. Sabrina will
call those who are considered a direct contact to
provide instructions and guidance. Contact

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13odRsw4gPfJc6cGIqE9VDS3N-n05HZtu7ZbbCRfj2DI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13odRsw4gPfJc6cGIqE9VDS3N-n05HZtu7ZbbCRfj2DI/edit


c) Vaccinated v Unvaccinated

Numbers

i) COVID booster

requirements

d) Update: Mask compliance in common

areas

tracing is the most accurate way to understand
the requirements. This highlights the necessity of
contacting HR if you test positive.

Cris provided this link:
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/P
ages/COVID-19/Guidance-on-Isolation-and-Quara
ntine-for-COVID-19-Contact-Tracing.aspx

HSU has purchased rapid tests for employees
who test positive and need to test before coming
back to work on day 5. Messaging is going out
almost daily.

Enoch points out the difficulty in supporting
continuity of instruction when staff/faculty use
sick leave that doesn’t necessarily match the
guidelines and requirements of public health.
Deans and chairs are addressing temporary
modality changes but these scenarios are going
to be significant as people interpret the
requirements for themselves.

CSUEU has negotiated certain allowances for
COVID leave for staff. Supervisors have the option
to allow for telecommuting when taking sick
leave is not ideal for the situation.

Dr. Ian Hoffman announced his resignation at the
Board of Supervisors meeting this morning and
his replacement is unknown at this time.
Operationally things won’t change and this won’t
impact our plans for instruction.

Room capacity is back to “normal” for the
classroom, etc. and sanitation is not happening
between every class. Masks, handwashing, etc. is
still required/encouraged of course. N95/KN95
masks are available through Facilities.

Enoch asked about mask distribution at PD Day
and at the divisional meetings happening this
week. Cris said she supports a work order to
request that if necessary. N95’s can’t be required
because some people can’t wear them. Cris
suggests empowering people to take
responsibility for their own personal levels of
protection since that’s what is going to matter
most.
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https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Guidance-on-Isolation-and-Quarantine-for-COVID-19-Contact-Tracing.aspx
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Guidance-on-Isolation-and-Quarantine-for-COVID-19-Contact-Tracing.aspx
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Guidance-on-Isolation-and-Quarantine-for-COVID-19-Contact-Tracing.aspx
https://humboldt.metabim.com/public/Default.htm


2) Spring 2022 Planning- F2F Schedule Link

a) Communications Update: Spring

2022

b) Building Hours for the Spring 2022

Long term changes will be handled by Academic
Programs, including requests to move from
asynchronous/synchronous or visa versa.

In terms of custodial work, most cleaning is being
done on the night shift. There are still day
custodians but the bulk of sanitation is done after
hours. Electrostatic spraying is done at night.
They have lots of sanitizer but pumps are in short
supply so Cris suggested buying more pumps so
the sanitizer we have can be used.

There is still hand sanitizer and wipes available. IF
these run out, a work order can be submitted to
request more. HVAC support is in place. FM is
applying resources where it makes the most
sense and the science supports it. ITS continues
to provide hyflex classroom support.

Building hours have been standardized closer to
pre-pandemic. Facilities recommends maximizing
building hours as much as possible. Most
buildings open at 7:30 but it’s not completely
consistent. Liz asked if the group supports 7:30
am-10:00 pm with some exceptions. Weekends
have some variation. Interior doors remain
locked. Bella requested that she be notified when
this changes so she can update 25Live.

3)          Additional Questions & Topics

a) CPS:

● Should HSU be testing

everybody (vaccinated and

unvaccinated) every week?

● How should

faculty/departments deal

with a situation where

faculty teaching face 2

face has a child who’s

school or child care has

closed. Could they pivot to

Justus mentioned a petition that is circulating at
SLO and the more elementary schools, middle
schools, and child cares shut down, we need to
be prepared for people to have to stay home or
have their own creative solutions for not teaching
F2F.

Carmen commented that the county could
influence how we do things if case numbers rise
significantly. Absent that, she suggests
empowering faculty to do what they did before
COVID in situations when school is closed or child
care is not available. If faculty are sick, they can’t
move to teaching online (like before) and they
should take sick leave. Using pre-COVID
strategies is a good way of addressing individual
situations unless people are in a place of trying to
accommodate a large number of students being
out of class, which the CTL is addressing through
some guidance with alternative solutions that
faculty might find helpful. Pre-recording lectures
and flipping the classroom is one example of an
option.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LwlgP9UGUjNChHxx-fKojWOM_vSEmC7dQFShDjOrCjA/edit#gid=1675953751


online or would the

department have to find a

new instructor, or….other

solution?

● Can we get a clear

department and faculty

set of guidelines/decision

trees.

● Can we set up a Covid

dashboard like SLO. HSU

data seems to be out of

date and is considered by

many un-trustworthy.

b) CAHSS:

c) CNRS:

What Sonoma did would not apply to instruction
(K-12 or higher ed) but could impact events if
applied by Humboldt County. Sitting in a
classroom is one of the safest places to be, in
terms of COVID safety, in comparison to other
places where you can be. Severity of the disease
is significantly less with Omicron, so while we
might see a large number of people sick (positive
with some getting sick, some not), for fully
vaccinated people, it very well could be “flurona.”

We need to give people the benefit of the doubt
when it comes to needing to change modality on
a temp basis but also need to recognize that
students and staff need the same understanding.

Context and plans when you are out sick needs to
be communicated whether you are canceling a
class or a staff person is staying home to work (or
not) depending on the situation.

In CAHSS, the question of faculty being
uncomfortable with the capacity of the
room/seat cap came up. Carmen supports a chair
making a call if capping a class with the current
enrollment is appropriate but would not find it
appropriate to reduce seats and kick students out
of a class.

Justus confirmed that a table/chart/decision tree
is being created by MarCom. Cris said a
notification tree is probably more appropriate
because the “tree” being used by HCOE has
changed so many times and it has caused more
confusion than help. We could build something
that is immediately outdated. Using links (which
are updated as things change) could be a good
method.

Getting a booster after a direct contact, if you
haven’t already, means you don’t have to
quarantine.

Reminder that the library opens for students on
January 18, 2022. Data of cases seems to be
outdated and something people want to criticize,
and suggest that it’s purposeful. It’s updated once
a week, but MarCom acknowledged they were
behind at one point. Something to note is that
student employees are considered under the
STUDENT category. Also, they can only
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record/include what is reported to Risk through
HR or through the on-campus testing program or
the student health center (students).

PMG is considering whether or not dining will be
opening as usual, or if it will be to-go only.

*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, January 25, 2022

Other Information

SPECIAL NOTES:
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